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A B S T R A C T   

In this study, a comprehensive set of experimental tests were carried out to investigate individual cell voltage and 
temperature deviation under different operating conditions in a fuel cell stack. Five key operating conditions 
were considered: temperature, pressure, anode and cathode relative humidity, and cathode stoichiometry. 
Different configurations of reactant flow within the stack were also investigated. A 100 cm2 7-cell stack was used 
for the experiments, and voltage and temperature measurements were taken for each individual cell. Both 
ANOVA and range analysis method were used to evaluate the results. The findings showed that the performance 
of the external cells was consistently lower than that of the central ones since its temperature, the parameter that 
most affected performance, was also lower due to heat losses. Additionally, voltage deviation increased with 
temperature deviation. The study also revealed that stack performance was improved by an increase in tem-
perature, pressure and cathode stoichiometry, whereas the effect of anode and cathode humidity was not so 
significant in the studied range. Furthermore, gravity played a clear role in water management, hindering the 
removal of condensed water for flow configurations where reactant gases were fed from the bottom interfaces of 
the stack.   

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, climate change is considered one of the most pressing 
environmental issues. The most recent study by the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [1] unequivocally points the extensive 
use of fossil fuels by humans as the main cause of the planet’s rising 
average temperature and the increasing occurrence of atypical atmo-
spheric phenomena. As a result, there is a strong demand for clean 
power generation and, in this sense, fuel cells are a promising alternative 
to internal combustion engines. In recent years, fuel cells have gained 
exponential attention due to its competitive power density, high effi-
ciency, quick start-up and load response, as well as low local emissions. 
The use of polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells for supplying 
energy in residences, transport and small-scale distributed generation 
systems requires that the fuel cell responds to a wide range of operating 
conditions in order to reach the optimal operating point. 

To meet the power demand of practical applications such as trans-
portation, cells are connected in series to form a stack, whose design and 

operating conditions need to be adjusted for improved performance and 
a longer lifetime. While there are several studies in the literature for the 
modeling and simulation [2–6], operating conditions optimization 
[7–9], water management [10–13], and membrane electrode assembly 
(MEA) durability of a single PEM fuel cell [14–16], the experimental 
study of stack has received less attention. However, stack behavior 
cannot be fully understood by analyzing the performance of a single cell, 
as non-uniformity in potential, temperature, and reactant and product 
flow distributions are observed in stacks [17]. Understanding how 
different operating conditions affect each individual cell is crucial, as 
relevant issues such as the operating life of stacks are subject to the 
performance of its worst single cell. Therefore, voltage and temperature 
uniformity are desirable [18]. 

Gas pressure, mass flow rate, temperature, reactant gas stoichiom-
etry, humidity, and heat management [17] are all factors that can 
impact the voltage uniformity of a PEM fuel cell. Studies have found that 
an increase in current density can lead to a higher voltage deviation due 
to increased water production and channel flooding [19,20]. On the 
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other hand, an increase in fuel humidity can lead to a higher voltage 
deviation due to a drop in internal cell resistance [21]. Also, voltage 
distribution is more homogeneous at higher temperatures due to an 
increase in the membrane conductivity and at higher flow rates that 
provide a more even gas distribution [22,23]. Dynamic load experi-
ments with PEM fuel cell stacks [24] have shown that cell voltage uni-
formity can be disturbed during a fast dynamic response process, as 
liquid water in the diffusion layer can cause differences in diffusion 
coefficients between single cells, leading to uneven oxygen concentra-
tions across the catalyst surfaces. Adjusting the amplitude of the current 
step and the frequency of current variation can help mitigate these 
changes in voltage uniformity. Thermal management on fuel cell stacks 
is also a key concern, especially in compact designs, due to the problem 
of heat dissipation, as temperature gradients can severely impact per-
formance [25,26]. Innovative solutions, such as micro heat pipes, have 
been tested to ensure thermal homogeneity [27]. 

Regarding how operating conditions affect fuel cell performance, 
Iranzo et al. [8] found that, for a 50 cm2 parallel-serpentine PEM fuel 
cell, increasing the cell temperature from 55 ◦C to 75 ◦C reduced cell 
performance, and that this effect was more pronounced at higher current 
densities. Also, increasing the reactant relative humidity and cell 
backpressure had a positive effect on the cell performance. Finally, the 
cell performance slightly improved at high cathode stoichiometric fac-
tors, being this enhancement only significant at high current densities as 
more gas flow provided a high water removal capability. Recently, Saka 
et al. [9] investigated the influence of operating conditions on a 100 cm2 

single PEM fuel cell equipped with a Nafion HP membrane. They 
observed that an operating temperature around 65 ◦C allowed quick 
start-up and enhanced power density, since less thermal insulation was 
required. However, at higher temperatures, the tolerance of the fuel cell 
to impurities was enhanced, and also humidity control and water 
management were improved. Additionally, increasing the operating 
pressure had a positive effect on cell efficiency. Besides, cathode stoi-
chiometry had a more significant impact on cell performance than anode 
stoichiometry, with higher oxygen flows being desirable, as they pro-
vided high oxygen concentration and helped remove the excess of water 
at high current densities. An innovative study carried out by Suárez et al. 
[28] over a 50 cm2 bioinspired PEM fuel cell showed that decreasing the 
cell temperature from 75 to 55 ◦C had a positive effect on cell perfor-
mance. In addition, an increase in cell back pressure and relative hu-
midity of the anode and cathode streams improved cell performance. A 
thorough design of experiments and parameter optimization was carried 
out by Xia et al. [29], showing interesting results of practical value when 
optimizing operating cell fuel parameters. They found, for a 250 cm2 

active area fuel cell, that the influence of the different parameters 
(temperature, inlet pressure, gas relative humidity, and oxidant stoi-
chiometric ratio) on cell performance varied with current density. That 
way, the effect of the air stoichiometric ratio was largest for medium and 
high current density, while gas inlet pressure was most noticeable at low 
current density. On the other hand, operating temperature and reactant 
relative humidity had a non-obvious impact on cell performance. In 
summary, when testing single fuel cells, it is commonly observed that 
temperature hinders performance as membrane dry out rises, limiting its 
conductivity. Also, pressure has a positive effect on the polarization 
curve, as the partial pressure of hydrogen and oxygen increases, favoring 
the contact of the gases with the electrolyte and, therefore, the rate of 
the chemical reaction. Reactant humidity also impacts on the cell per-
formance, increasing its efficiency if proper water management is given, 
as it humidifies the membrane, preventing it from drying out. Finally, 
cathode stoichiometry has a significant influence as it provides higher 
oxygen concentration and prevents water flooding, whether a higher 
anode stoichiometry has a minimal impact on cell performance. 

Some investigations have been published analyzing how different 
parameters affect PEM fuel cell stacks. In a study conducted by Jang 
et al. [21], experiments were carried out on a 5-cell stack with a dis-
tribution area of 10x10 cm2. The authors found that the stack 

performance increased as the temperature rose, with the end cells (cells 
1 and 5) presenting higher voltage than the central ones and a higher 
voltage dispersion at higher temperatures. Humidification of the anode 
and cathode flow was also found to benefit the stack operation, as water 
management improved, especially for the central cells. On the other 
hand, the anode gas stoichiometric ratio had little effect on the stack 
performance, while a higher cathode gas stoichiometric ratio improved 
the stack performance and resulted in a more homogeneous voltage 
distribution. More recently, Costa et al. [30] found that, working with a 
1 kW PEM fuel cell stack, a rise in operating temperature caused poorer 
stack performance and wider variation in individual cell voltages, which 
they attributed to deficient water distribution. They also found that the 
optimal air stoichiometry was 2, as for a stoichiometry of 1.5 channels 
flooded and, for a stoichiometry of 3, membrane dehydration decreased 
stack performance. 

From the above literature review, it is clear that the majority of prior 
research has investigated the effect of operating conditions on the per-
formance of single fuel cells, but less attention has been paid to fuel cell 
stacks. Furthermore, the studies found over a complete stack do not 
necessarily present similar results to the behavior of a single PEM fuel 
cell and mainly focus on the average cell voltage, not considering the cell 
voltage distribution. Hence, the literature lacks of investigations over 
fuel cell aggregations that better represent the performance of an in-
dustrial stack. The aim of this paper is to investigate the performance of 
a 500 W PEM stack at different operating conditions, not only as a 
whole, but also by observing each cell individually. The novelty and 
main contributions of this work are highlighted in the following bullet 
points.  

• The experiments were carried out with a 7-cell 100 cm2 active area 
PEM fuel cell stack. Since most experimental studies found in the 
literature only test a single cell, and it has been proven that the 
behavior of a stack is different, this study presents results closer to a 
commercial solution.  

• The study includes a greater number of stack operating variables 
compared to previous works identified in the literature, making it a 
highly valuable contribution to the field. By incorporating a broader 
range of stack operating variables, the research expands the scope of 
analysis and enhances our understanding of the system’s behavior. 
This comprehensive approach enables a more nuanced examination, 
providing deeper insights and paving the way for advancements in 
the field of stack operations. 

• Due to the fact that voltage distribution is a key parameter to eval-
uate system performance, health state and reliability; not only has 
the average cell voltage performance been assessed, but also the 
performance of each individual cell, taking measures of individual 
voltages and temperatures.  

• Two statistical studies, the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and the 
range analysis method, have been conducted to examine how 
different operating conditions affect both the average stack voltage 
and the voltage dispersion. The study goes beyond the typical anal-
ysis found in the literature, providing a more in-depth examination. 
By utilizing both methods, clear trends and the relative importance 
of the variables studied have been identified.  

• Also, a study on how flow configuration affects stack performance 
was carried out for the four possible options, assessing IV curves and 
voltage and temperature heterogeneity. 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no study in the 
literature that assesses altogether these aspects within a PEM fuel cell 
stack. This work is structured as follows. First, a brief introduction places 
the reader in the PEM fuel cell stack context and explains the goal and 
innovation of the study. After that, the methodology is presented, 
including a description of the test bench as well as the 500W stack used 
for the different experiments. The paper then includes an analysis of the 
results obtained during the tests. Finally, the document ends with a brief 
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conclusion section. 

2. Experimental facility and methodology 

2.1. Experimental setup. Test bench and stack description 

The tested device was a PEM fuel stack composed of 7-cells with an 
active area of 100 cm2, supplied by Pragma Industries, as shown in 
Fig. 1. Each cell was made up of two bipolar plates (an anode and a 
cathode) that, when assembled, form an internal cooling circuit that was 
refrigerated with deionized water. The bipolar plates had a serpentine 
design flow field with a channel to rib ratio of 1, being the width of the 
channel and the rib 1 mm each, and the total thickness of each plate 6 
mm. The recommended flow distribution by the manufacturer is shown 
in Fig. 2. A 7-layer Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) with an active 
area of 100 cm2 and 0.4 mg Pt/cm2 on both anode and cathode elec-
trodes was used. 

The experimental work was conducted using a dedicated PEM fuel 
cell station for testing PEM single cells and short stacks up to 500 W. The 
test environment included a reagent gas handling unit, which consisted 
of mass flow controllers, humidifiers, temperature control system, back 
pressure regulators, and an electronic load. Additionally, the bench 
incorporated two systems for temperature regulation of the cell/stack. 
The first system was a PID-controlled cell heating/cooling system based 
on deionized water as the heat transfer fluid, while the second system 
used air fans for small cells without the option of liquid refrigeration. To 
ensure optimal conditions in the stack, temperature and pressure in the 
inlet/outlet lines were monitored at several points. Individual voltage 
and temperature were measured for each cell. A sketch of the P&ID from 
the control panel is shown in the work of Suárez et al. [28]. 

2.2. Operating conditions and experimental testing procedure 

A wide range of operating conditions were used to analyze their ef-
fect on fuel cell performance. The nomenclature used to identify the tests 
is as follows: PAA_TBB_aCCHRDD_cEEHRFFair, where AA represents 
the operating pressure in bar with a decimal, BB represents the operating 
temperature in Celsius, CC represents the anode stoichiometry with a 
decimal, DD represents the anode relative humidity in %, EE represents 
the cathode stoichiometry with a decimal, and FF represents the cathode 
relative humidity in %. The word “air” is indicated at the end to show 
that the experiment was carried out feeding air instead of pure oxygen in 
the cathode. Therefore, the experiment named P10_T70_a15HR60_ 
c30HR55air corresponds to a test carried out at P = 1.0 bar, T = 70 ◦C, 
λa = 1.5, RHa = 60%, λc = 3.0, and RHc = 55%. Table 1 summarizes all 
the test carried out, where the variation for each operating condition 

with respect to the first essay is marked in bold. A total of 18 operating 
conditions were tested, varying temperature (60, 70, 80 ◦C), pressure 
(0.5, 1.0, 1.5 bar), anode relative humidity (50, 60, 70%), cathode 
relative humidity (45, 55, 65%), and cathode stoichiometry (1.5, 2.0, 
3.0). For every test, the anode stoichiometry was set in 1.5, and air was 
used as the oxidizing reagent. 

In order to study the influence of the reactant gas position (top to 
bottom or vice versa), four extra tests were carried out at P = 1.0 bar, T 
= 80 ◦C, λa = 1.5, RHa = 60%, λc = 2.5, and RHc = 55%, testing the four 
possible configurations of the inlet/outlet hoses: anode and cathode gas 
inlet at the top with gas outlet at the bottom, cathode gas inlet at the 
bottom with gas outlet at the top, anode gas inlet at the bottom with gas 
outlet at the top, and anode and cathode gas inlet at the bottom with gas 
outlet at the top. 

The I–V polarization curves for the fuel cell stack were obtained 
following the next experimental methodology. The tests began with 
membrane activation, as described in the user guide provided by Pragma 
Industries. The fuel cell stack was operated for 24 h in activation con-
ditions, which were atmospheric pressure, cell temperature of 65 ◦C, 
relative humidity of anode and cathode of 100%, and a stoichiometric 
factor of 1.5 and 3 for the anode and cathode, respectively. When these 
conditions were achieved, current density was progressively increased 
until the voltage indicated on the test bench was 0.6 V per cell. 

Once the membrane was activated, the tests were performed setting 
the different conditions specified in Table 1. The testing methodology 
was defined in FCTESTNET [31] and FCTESTQA [32]. First, the cell was 
preconditioned by setting the operating conditions to the specified 
values. To stabilize the conditions, the current density was gradually 
increased in steps of 0.1 A/cm2 until a voltage of 0.5 V was achieved. 
Once this condition was reached, the current density was maintained for 
a period of 900 s to stabilize the operating conditions. Next, the cell was 
driven to Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) conditions for a period of 120 s. 
The measurement of these curves was performed in galvanostatic mode, 
starting from the OCV voltage and using fixed current density steps. For 
low current densities, periods of 120 s were used (i.e. from OCV up to a 
current density of 0.08 A/cm2); while for higher current densities, the 
time period used was 300 s (i.e. from a current density of 0.1 A/cm2 to 
the maximum current density that can be reached for each operating 
condition). The test finished when the voltage of one of the cells dropped 
under 0.3 V. The data acquisition rate of the test bench was 1 s, so the 
average value of the last 30 samples was used for post-processing of the 
data. In order to check the reproducibility of the results, tests with a 
cathode stoichiometry of 3 were replicated, and the average result is 
shown in the images. 

In order to measure the dispersion of the individual voltages of every 
independent cell, the parameter Cv was defined as: 

Fig. 1. Pragma industries’ 7-cell stack used in the tests (left) and image of the plate design (right).  
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CV =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
N

∑N
i=1(Vi − V)

2
√

V
• 100 (1)  

where Vi is the voltage of individual cells, V the average voltage of the 
individual cell and N is the number of individual cells. That way, a high 
value of Cv indicates a bigger dispersion in the individual cell voltages 
and, consequently, a worse uniformity. To obtain the temperature 
dispersion, the parameter CT was calculated using Equation (1) but 
considering temperature instead of voltage. 

To analyze the experimental results, we utilized the range analysis 
method to assess the impact of the examined factors at different current 
density conditions [33,34]. This analysis encompassed both the average 
cell voltage and the voltage dispersion (Cv). Range analysis enabled us to 
evaluate the comparative sensitivity of factors based on the 

experimental outcomes, as defined by R = max(Kij)− min(Kij). Here, Kij 
represents the factor i from Table 2 and the corresponding level j ranging 
from 1 to 3. Kij was calculated using the experimental results of all test 
cases involving factor i at level j. The larger the range, the greater the 
sensitivity of the factor. Additionally, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
study was conducted with the software Statgraphics© using the 216 
experimental data points, which included the average voltage and 
voltage dispersion for each operating condition at every current density. 
Furthermore, the same analysis was performed separately for the 
maximum and minimum considered current densities, allowing for a 
comparison of the results with those obtained from the range analysis 
method. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Analysis of the operating conditions effect over the cell performance 

Fig. 3 provides a summary of the results obtained from the 500 W 
stack. The individual voltage distribution with all the data from the 
different experiments can be found in Fig. S4 in the Supplementary 
Material file. Fig. 3 (top) shows the variation of the average cell voltage 
and Cv at low current densities (0.06 A/cm2) with temperature, pressure, 
anode gas relative humidity, and cathode gas relative humidity for the 
two considered cathode stoichiometries. Fig. 3 (bottom) represents the 
same test results, but at higher current densities (1 A/cm2). For the sake 
of simplicity, only the polarization curves at cathode stoichiometry of 3 
are shown in Fig. 5, as the tendencies are the same at cathode stoichi-
ometry of 2. 

The results of the ANOVA study (Fig. S1) indicate that stack tem-
perature has the greatest impact on the fuel cell stack performance, 
followed by cathode stoichiometry and pressure, while the effect of 
anode and cathode humidity is not statistically significant. As shown in 
Figs. 4 and 5 (bottom), the average cell voltage increases while 
increasing temperature at both low and high currents. This rise is of 
about 0.07 V for every 10 ◦C at 1 A/cm2. This trend contradicts what was 
found in the literature and tested by the authors in single cells [8] or 
stacks [30], but agrees with a study carried out Jang et al. [21] over a 5 
cells stack with a distribution area of 100 cm2. This suggests that the 
behavior of an individual cell cannot be so easily extrapolated to a full 
stack as they may have different behaviors according to their design. 
Additionally, the variation of individual cell voltages increases at low 

Fig. 2. Flow configuration for the 7-cell stack used in the tests. Front view (left) and perspective.  

Table 1 
Operating conditions defined in the experimental tests.  

Case P 
(bar) 

T 
(◦C) 

RHa 
(%) 

RHc 
(%) 

λa 

(− ) 
λc 

(− ) 
oxidant 

P10_T70_a15HR60_ 
c30HR55air 

1.0 70 60 55 1.5 3.0 air 

P10_T60_a15HR60_ 
c30HR55air 

1.0 60 60 55 1.5 3.0 air 

P10_T80_a15HR60_ 
c30HR55air 

1.0 80 60 55 1.5 3.0 air 

P05_T70_a15HR60_ 
c30HR55air 

0.5 70 60 55 1.5 3.0 air 

P15_T70_a15HR60_ 
c30HR55air 

1.5 70 60 55 1.5 3.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR70_ 
c30HR55air 

1.0 70 70 55 1.5 3.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR50_ 
c30HR55air 

1.0 70 50 55 1.5 3.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR60_ 
c30HR45air 

1.0 70 60 45 1.5 3.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR60_ 
c30HR65air 

1.0 70 60 65 1.5 3.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR60_ 
c20HR55air 

1.0 70 60 55 1.5 2.0 air 

P10_T60_a15HR60_ 
c20HR55air 

1.0 60 60 55 1.5 2.0 air 

P10_T80_a15HR60_ 
c20HR55air 

1.0 80 60 55 1.5 2.0 air 

P05_T70_a15HR60_ 
c20HR55air 

0.5 70 60 55 1.5 2.0 air 

P15_T70_a15HR60_ 
c20HR55air 

1.5 70 60 55 1.5 2.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR70_ 
c20HR55air 

1.0 70 70 55 1.5 2.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR50_ 
c20HR55air 

1.0 70 50 55 1.5 2.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR60_ 
c20HR45air 

1.0 70 60 45 1.5 2.0 air 

P10_T70_a15HR60_ 
c20HR65air 

1.0 70 60 65 1.5 2.0 air  

Table 2 
Factors and their corresponding levels.  

Case L1 L2 L3 

P (bar) 0.5 1 1.5 
T (◦C) 60 70 80 
RHa (%) 50 60 70 
RHc (%) 45 55 65 
λc (− ) 2 – 3  
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temperatures, varying around 1.5 points each 10 ◦C at 1 A/cm2. This 
effect may be attributed to the formation of water condensation slugs in 
the flow channels, causing an uneven pressure distribution in the stack 
cells and an irregular flow distribution, leading to uneven individual cell 
voltage. 

An increase in stack pressure slightly improves cell performance at 
any current density. This effect is particularly noticeable at high current 

densities for the lowest cathode stoichiometry, increasing voltage by 
0.03 V for each 0.5 bar at 1 A/cm2. This improvement is due to the fact 
that activation and mass transport losses are reduced, as previously re-
ported [8,28]. At high current density and high cathode stoichiometry, 
the effect of pressure is barely noticeable, increasing voltage only by 
0.007 V for each 0.5 bar at 1 A/cm2, since there is an abundant supply of 
oxygen. The relative humidity of the inlet gases barely affects the cell 

Fig. 3. Average voltage variation with the operating condition for a current density of (top) 0.06 A/cm2 and (bottom) 1 A/cm2. Δ average voltage (empty λc = 2, full 
λc = 3), ● Cv (empty λc = 2, full λc = 3). 
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performance, although average humidities of 60% for the anode and 
55% for the cathode side slightly improve cell operation. 

Finally, switching from a cathode stoichiometry of 2–3 notably im-
proves stack operation under any operating condition. This increase in 
the stack performance is greater at higher current densities, increasing 
by an average of 0.04 V at 1 A/cm2 compared to 0.002 V at 0.06 A/cm2, 
as higher stoichiometry implies higher oxygen flows, which allows for 

greater elimination of the water generated and accumulated in the cell 
channels. This, in turn, enables better distribution of oxygen flow 
throughout the specific surface in all the individual cells. This effect has 
been widely reported in the literature, not only for individual cells [8], 
but also for stacks [21]. However, this parameter also has an optimal 
operating range because if the gas flow is too high, membrane dehy-
dration will decrease stack performance, as reported by Costa et al. [30]. 

Fig. 4. Temperature distribution at a current density of 0.06 (top) and 1 A/cm2 (bottom).  
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Nonetheless, this improved gas distribution and water managements is 
reflected in a lower dispersion in individual voltages, decreasing Cv 
between 0.6 and 2 at 1 A/cm2. 

Average stack voltage was calculated for each operating condition 
and current density. The results (Fig. 6) indicated that pressure was the 
dominant factor for current densities below 0.4 A/cm2, while temper-
ature became dominant above that value. Graphic results of the range 
tests carried out for individual cells are shown in Fig. S5 in the Sup-
plementary Material. ANOVA studies were conducted for extreme cur-
rent densities, 0.04 and 2 A/cm2 (Figs. S2 and S3), confirming this trend. 
At lower intensities, kinetics predominantly influenced the stack per-
formance, so higher pressures will enhance the kinetics affecting the 
overall performance of the cell. At high current densities, increased 
temperature improved water management by promoting water evapo-
ration and preventing excessive liquid water accumulation in the 
membrane. Moreover, the rate of electrochemical reactions was 
temperature-dependent, resulting in increased reaction rates and faster 
electrochemical processes at higher temperatures. Additionally, tem-
perature affected the proton conductivity of the electrolyte membrane, 
facilitating faster ion transport. 

The previous analysis was carried out considering average cell 
voltage but, voltage heterogeneity is crucial for maximizing efficiency, 

power output, and lifespan, preventing cell degradation and reversal, 
and enabling effective control and diagnostics. That way, the parameter 
Cv was calculated for every condition and a range analysis was carried 
out. Fig. 7 shows that temperature was the parameter that dominated 
voltage distribution at every current density. The importance of pressure 
at low current densities was reported by Su et al. [35] in a study carried 
out with a 140-cell PEM stack, where it was shown that the uniformity of 
a stack voltage distribution at low load current was improved increasing 
operating pressure. This result concurs with the data that was obtained 
while considering the average voltage in Fig. 6 but, in the present study, 
pressure has a non-significant role in voltage distribution. However, this 
is not a contrary result since Su et al. [35] only varied pressure, not 
considering changes in temperature or other factors. 

It is clear that voltage uniformity diminishes as the current density 
increases (Fig. 3). For example, the average Cv value for all tests at 0.06 
A/cm2 was 0.3, while at 1 A/cm2 was 4.8, indicating that the voltage 
distribution was 16 times less uniform at high current densities. This 
effect was also observed by Chen et al. [18] for a 6.55 kW PEM fuel cell 
stack used in transportation applications. They found that, in a dynamic 
driving cycle, voltage uniformity worsened with the increase of loading 
current and that there were some local maxima of Cv when step loading 
or unloading occurred. This effect may be due to the preferential 

Fig. 5. Polarization curves for the block of experiments carried out with a cathode stoichiometry of 3. Variation with temperature (top left), pressure (top right), 
anode relative humidity (bottom left), and cathode relative humidity (bottom right). 

Fig. 6. Evolution of parameter relevance with current density for the stack average voltage. Range analysis method results.  
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accumulation of water on some cells, altering gas distribution and 
reactant access to the catalyst active sites, which hinders the perfor-
mance of some cells as concluded by Pérez-Page et al. [36]. This can also 
be caused by the fact that the decrease in hydrogen concentration leads 
to a decrease in the voltage consistency as reported by Chen et al. [37]. 
As can be seen, for every test, the cells at the ends of the stack have a 
lower voltage than the central ones. This result contradicts the findings 
of Jang et al. [21] in a 100 cm2 5-cell stack with a triple channel 
serpentine design, as they observed that the end cells had a higher 
voltage than the central ones, because the center cell was less humidi-
fied. In our particular case, the cell voltage distribution followed the 
same trend as individual cell temperatures (Fig. 4). The same stack 
temperature distribution can be found in the work of Salva et al. [38] for 
different number of cell stacks. Consequently, as the non-uniformity of 
the temperature profile increases, the non-uniformity of the voltage 
profile also increases, and thus, the Cv associated to the voltage distri-
bution rises with the increasing CT related to the temperature distribu-
tion (Fig. 8). The research conducted by Mennola et al. [39] and 
Adzakpa et al. [40] revealed that as current densities increased, the 
temperature distribution within the stack became more uneven. This 
uneven distribution caused higher temperatures at the center compared 
to the ends, resulting in voltage differences between cells. As mentioned 
earlier, the temperature in the studied range significantly favored cell 
performance. Therefore, cells with a higher temperature exhibited a 
higher voltage. This irregular temperature distribution was a conse-
quence of the uneven heat losses in the stack. 

3.2. Outcome of changes in the flow configuration 

The flow configuration played a significant role in determining the 
performance of a Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell stack. It 
affected various aspects such as reactant distribution, mass transport, 
and overall cell efficiency. To study it, four tests were carried out under 
the same operating conditions (P = 1.0 bar, T = 80 ◦C, λa = 1.5, RHa =
70%, λc = 2.5, RHc = 55%) to observe how changes in the reactant 
inlet/outlet affect the stack performance. The different configurations 
tested are shown in Fig. 9, while the polarization curves for this group of 
experiments are presented in Fig. 10. Fig. S6 in the Supplementary 
Material presents the individual cell voltages. The nomenclature used to 
identify these experiments was a for anode, c for cathode, b for bottom 
and t for top. That way, the standard configuration was referred to as 
atct. 

As can be observed, if both anode and cathode gases are fed from the 
bottom part of the stack (abcb), the stack performance is severely 
affected. At a medium current density (0.4 A/cm2) the voltage of the first 
cell (the one closest to the anode side) drops abruptly below 0.3 V. The 
same occurs if the anode is fed from the bottom and the cathode from the 
top. On the other hand, if the cathode is fed from the bottom and anode 
from the top (atcb), the stack performs similarly to the atct configuration. 
Surprisingly, the atcb configuration performs better than the atct 
configuration at high current densities, reaching about 0.2 V more at 1 
A/cm2. From the results obtained it is clear that feeding the anode from 
the bottom part of the stack is dramatically affecting the voltage of the 
first cell and consequently of the whole stack (Fig. S6) and this flow 
configuration should be avoided. The first cell is becoming flooded and 
hydrogen tends to flow through the other cells in the stack, leaving the 
first cell with a very low feed of hydrogen and causing thus a dramatic 
decay in the cell voltage. 

In the reference configuration, both gas inlets are in the top part of 
the stack, while the outlets are set at the bottom, so the gases circulate 
mainly countercurrent in the horizontal part of the serpentine but iso-
current or cross current in the vertical parts of the serpentine. This flow 
configuration presents a uniform reactant distribution, avoiding local-
ized fuel starvation. Feeding the gases from the bottom part of the stacks 
hinders water management, as gravity does not help to evacuate liquid 
water slugs, especially in the exterior cells with lower temperature and 
consequently higher water condensation rates and possible flooding. 
This effect only affects the anode side because it has less gas flow and, 
therefore, less water carrying capacity. That way, the anode side pre-
sents flooded channels with an uneven pressure drop and gas distribu-
tion that negatively impact the stack’s performance. On the other hand, 

Fig. 7. Evolution of parameter relevance with current density for the stack voltage dispersion. Range analysis method results.  

Fig. 8. Voltage distribution vs. temperature distribution.  
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feeding the cathode from the bottom does not present these problems of 
water accumulation since the gas flow rate is sufficient to carry away the 
condensed water despite the negative effect of gravity. In this way, the 
stack benefits from a countercurrent contact arrangement of the re-
agents, achieving higher performance than in the base configuration. 
These results are consistent with the findings explained in Iranzo et al. 
[41]. 

Regarding the distribution of voltage and temperatures across the 
individual cells of the stack (Fig. 11 top and bottom), the results show a 
high level of uniformity at low current densities (Cv average of 0.5 for 
voltage and 0.8 for temperature at 0.06 A/cm2, compared to 9.6 for 
voltage and 1.1 for temperature at 1 A/cm2), regardless of the gas inlet/ 
outlet configuration. The base configuration (atct) exhibits less voltage 
dispersion, despite having a greater degree of temperature dispersion. 
The results are also very analogous for the two configurations capable of 
operating at high current densities (atct and atcb), with very similar 
voltage distributions. However, under these operating conditions, the 
temperature of cells 2 has a lower and the central cell a higher tem-
perature when air is fed through the bottom of the stack. 

4. Conclusions 

This study investigates the influence of various operating parameters 

(temperature, pressure, anode and cathode gas relative humidity and 
cathode stoichiometry) on the performance of each individual cell of a 
full PEM fuel cell stack. Different configurations of the reactants flow 
within the stack are also considered. 

The study analyze the average stack voltage under various operating 
conditions and current densities. Results reveale that pressure domi-
nates at lower current densities, while temperature becomes more 
influential at higher values. Kinetics significantly impacts stack perfor-
mance at lower intensities, and higher pressures enhance kinetics, ulti-
mately affecting overall cell performance. At higher current densities, 
increased temperature positively affects water management and pro-
motes faster electrochemical reactions as well as enhances proton con-
ductivity. On the other hand, when considering voltage heterogeneity, 
temperature is found to be the primary factor influencing voltage dis-
tribution across all current densities. Besides, as temperature non- 
uniformity increases, voltage non-uniformity follows suit. 

The results show that the PEM fuel cell stack exhibits better perfor-
mance with an increase in temperature up to 80 ◦C and a cathode stoi-
chiometry of 3. In the studied range, the average cell voltage increases 
by around 0.07 V for every 10 ◦C increase at 1 A/cm2. The operation 
pressure also positively affects the stack performance but to a lesser 
extent (voltage rises by 0.03 V for every 0.5 bar increase at 1 A/cm2) for 
a high cathode stoichiometry. On the other hand, both cathode and 
anode relative humidity have a smaller influence on the performance, 
but better results have been observed at the central values, which pre-
sented 0.01V more than the extreme conditions. Therefore, the optimum 
operating conditions, from the stack performance point of view, are a 
temperature of 80 ◦C, an anode/cathode stoichiometry of 1.5/3, a 
pressure of 1 bar, and an anode/cathode relative humidity of 60/55%. It 
is worth noting that the voltage distribution is less uniform for operating 
conditions where water is susceptible to accumulation, such as high 
current densities (Cv 16 times higher at 1 A/cm2 than at 0.06 A/cm2), 
low temperatures (Cv 1.1 points lower at 80 ◦C than at 60 ◦C) and low 
cathode stoichiometry (Cv 0.6 points lower for the central condition). 

Finally, gravity affects the stack performance as it hinders water 
evacuation from those cells where its accumulation is more persistent. 
Thus, feeding the reactant gases from the top of the stack is recom-
mended even when the cell can operate slightly better (0.2 V more at 1 
A/cm2) if the air is fed from the bottom part. 

Fig. 9. Stack configurations. (A) atct anode and cathode gas inlet at the top and anode and cathode gas outlet at the bottom, (B) atcb cathode gas inlet at the bottom 
and cathode gas outlet at the top, (C) abct anode gas inlet at the bottom and anode gas outlet at the top, (D) abcb anode and cathode gas inlet at the bottom and anode 
and cathode gas outlet at the top. 

Fig. 10. Polarization curves for the change in the stack inlet/outlet flow 
configuration. 
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